Follow the simple steps below to beautifully restore ceramic tile floors:

**PROCESS**

*Step 1: Surface Preparation*
Deep scrubbing floor removes embedded soil from tile / grout. Prepares tile surface for repair and re-glazing.

*Step 2: Stain Removal*
Scouring crème removes stains from ceramic tile surface. Also gets deep into pores of grout to restore natural color of grout.

*Step 3: Surface Repair / Surface Re-Glazing*
Selected abrasives in convenient crème form will remove scratches in surface, restore and re-glaze ceramic tile. Brush action from POWER POLISH™ Brush & Pad Holder will remove embedded soils in grout. Rejuvenates entire floor surface.

*Step 4: Surface Protection*
Seals pores of grout while allowing vapor transmission. Keeps moisture from penetrating grout, preventing accompanying soil from staining and contaminating grout.

*Step 5: Routine Maintenance*
For daily, routine cleaning. Removal of greasy, sticky soil from floors.

---

From the leader in Total Surface Solutions™

... a complete system for surface preparation, surface repair and stain removal, protection and maintenance of glazed and unglazed ceramic tile, porcelain tile and grout surfaces.
**INTENSIVE CLEANING**

**CYCLONE™**
Intensive Ceramic Tile/Grout Cleaner

A heavy duty alkaline cleaner for removal of ingrained dirt and grease and wax in all unglazed ceramic and porcelain tiles. Very effective grout cleaner for all non-polished ceramic, porcelain and stone installations.

**Code: 2516**
4x1 Gal. Cases

---

**TWISTER™**
Grout Film Remover/Cleaner

A highly concentrated, fast acting, acid based cleaner for use on unglazed ceramics. Twister removes grout and mortar residues, lime and hard water mineral deposits, efflorescence, surface rust and heavy construction dirt.

**Code: 2517**
4x1 Gal. Cases

---

**SCOURGE™**
Ceramic Crème Cleanser

A scouring cleaner for ceramic tile, porcelain tile, mosaic tile, vitrified porcelain, marble and glazed ceramic showers. Also effective on sinks and faucet fixtures.

**Code: 2520**
12 - 32 oz. Bottle Case

---

**SURFACE REPAIR / REGLAZING**

**CRC™**
Ceramic Restoration Creme

Utilizing the NCL STONE BLAZER™ Ultimate Duty Stone Maintenance Floor Machine, this product re-polishes and “re-glazes” worn ceramic and porcelain tile. Removes scratches in tile to create a surface that looks better than new! This “one-step” creme compound produces a shine up to 4 times faster than the 2-step powder products available today saving significant labor costs. Cleans and brightens grout (using the POW’R-POLISH™ 17” Combination Pad/Brush Holder and AQUA MAGIC™ Stone Maintenance Pad).

**Code: 2527**
12 - 32 oz. Bottle Case

---

**SURFACE PROTECTION**

**SOIL-LOK™**
Penetrating Grout Sealer

A water based penetrating sealer that repels oil, dirt and moisture from grout. Detergent washable, this product will keep grout looking like new. Does not change the original color of grout. SOIL-LOK allows for vapor transmission to prolong grout life. Can be use indoors or outdoors. No hazardous fumes or obnoxious odors.

**Code: 2521**
12 - 32 oz. Bottle Case

---

**DAILY CLEANING**

**CERAMI-SHEEN™**
Daily Ceramic Tile Cleaner

A pH neutral, concentrated cleaner for all types of glazed and unglazed ceramic tile, porcelain and monocottura tile surfaces. Leaves surfaces clean and sparkling with no residue. An excellent choice for cleaning ceramic tile in foyers, lobbies, corridors, showrooms and many other areas.

**Code: 2519**
4x1 Gal. Cases

---

**MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT**

**STONE BLAZER™**
Ultimate Duty Stone Restoration Machine

Features a fan-cooled, completely enclosed 1.5 horse power motor that resists dust and moisture penetration and is ideal for use in harsh conditions such as ceramic maintenance.

**Code: 2530**
Individual

---

**POWER POLISH™**
17” Combination Pad & Brush Holder

Designed for use with the STONE BLAZER™ Machine and CRC Ceramic Restoration Creme. The ceramic surface is polished while flexible bristles effectively clean grout. Shown with AQUA MAGIC™ Stone Maintenance Pad.

---
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